




Q1. We must join hands and stop

corruption which is posing

______ in the development of

India.

1) tolerance

2) radiance

3) hindrance

4) relevance

Answer: hindrance



Q2. In the following question, out

of the given four alternatives,

select the one which best

expresses the meaning of the

given word.

Sustenance

1) Extras

2) Injury

3) Aid

4) Blockage

Answer: Aid



Q3. In the following question, out

of the given four alternatives,

select the one which best

expresses the meaning of the

given word.

Conscientious

1) Concentrated

2) Honest

3) Scientific

4) False
Answer: Honest



Q4. In the following question, out

of the given four alternatives,

select the one which is opposite

in meaning of the given word.

Resolute

1) Agreeable

2) Determined

3) Constant

4) Faithful Answer: Agreeable



Q5. In the following question,

out of the given four

alternatives, select the one

which is opposite in meaning of

the given word.

Nefarious

1) Evil

2) Pleasing

3) Rotten

4) Infernal

Answer: Pleasing



Q6. Rearrange the parts of the

sentence in correct order.

Today India looks

P : to be on course

Q : of developed nations

R : to join the league

1) PRQ 2) QRP 3) RPQ 4) PQR

Answer: PRQ



Q7. Select the one which best

expresses the same sentence in

Passive/Active Voice.

Lily was making a fort.

1) Lily made a fort.

2) A fort was being made by Lily.

3) A fort made by Lily.

4) A fort got made by Lily.
Answer: A fort was being made by Lily.



Q8. select the one which best expresses

the same sentence in Indirect/Direct

Speech.

Sita said, “Will he listen to such a man?”

1) Sita said would we listen to such a man.

2) Sita ask if he would listen to such a

man.

3) Sita said would I listen to such a man.

4) Sita asked whether he would

listen to such a man.

Answer: Sita asked whether he would

listen to such a man.



Q9. Select the correctly spelt

word.

1) Irresistable

2) Irresistible

3) Iresistible

4) Iresistable

Answer: 2) Irresistible



Q10. select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

Be in two minds

1) Behave smart at sometime and stupid at

other.

2) Unable to decide.

3) Having a split personality disorder.

4) Trying to do two things at the same time.

Answer: Unable to decide.



Q11. select the alternative which is the

best substitute of the words/sentence.

Annoyed or irritated and quick to take

offence at petty things

1) Appease

2) Mollify

3) Huffy

4) Soothe

Answer: Huffy



Q12. Select the alternative which will

improve the bracketed part of the sentence.

In case no improvement is needed, select

"no improvement".

Thus we (going) back to what might be

termed as old values.

1) went

2) gone

3) was going

4) no improvement Answer: 1) went





Q13. We sat on the floor to eat

dinner and he (appreciate) the

fresh food my mother served.

1) had appreciated

2) appreciated

3) will appreciate

4) no improvement

Solution : 2

Use ‘appreciated’ in place of

‘appreciate’.



Q14. We sat there (enjoy) the

view.

1) enjoyed

2) enjoying

3) enjoys

4) no improvement
Solution : enjoying

use participle ‘enjoying’ instead of verb

‘enjoy’ to connect the sentence.

Example – There was a beautiful girl

sitting next to him.



Q15. What seeds you (has sow) in the garden of your mind

determine the quality of life you shall have.

1) sowing

2) sow

3) had sow

4) no improvement

Solution : sow

Explanation: – general / common /

universal truth should be expressed in

simple present tense.



Q16. My daughter (comes running) as

fast as her little feet can take her

while her eyes sparkle vivaciously.

1) comes run

2) come running

3) came run

4) no improvement

Solution : 4) no improvement



Q17.We (is influenced) by what

we see, what we hear.

1) was influenced

2) are influence

3) are influenced

4) no improvement

Solution : are influenced



Q18. The trick is in (keep) the flavours

simple and fresh.

1) keeping

2) keeps

3) to keep

4) no improvement

Solution : 1) keeping

Explanation – Preposition should

be followed by ‘V+ing’ except ‘to’.

Use ‘keeping’ instead of ‘keep’.



Q19. It is nothing less than magic

which (will transformed) tiny teeny

seeds into fruits of life.

1) transform

2) transforms

3) transforming

4) no improvement
Solution : 2) transforms

General statement / truth

should be written in

simple present tense.



Q20. Select the most appropriate option to

substitute the underlined segment. If no

substitution is required select 'No

substitution'

If I would have a degree from the

university, I would get a good job.

1. When I will have a degree

2. If I am having the degree

3. If I had a degree

4. No substitution

Correct Answer : If I had a degree








